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Abstract. Statistical language modeling greatly su↵ers from the e↵ects
of data sparsity which is tackled by means of smoothing techniques.
Continuous space language models are able to interpolate unseen word
histories but new problems and challenges arise, as a very high computational cost during evaluation of N -gram probabilities, due to the softmax
normalization constant. Several approaches to study how to reduce this
computational cost have been proposed in the literature. This work tries
to improve the use of pre-computed softmax normalization constants tables by including the Skipping N -grams technique into Neural Network
Language Models (NN LMs) and describes some experiments conducted
on IAM-DB corpus to validate the viability of the proposed technique.
The skipping for NN LMs works as regularization, but additionally helps
to simplify the use of pre-computation of softmax normalization constants, as will be shown in the preliminary experiments of this paper.

1

Introduction

The estimation of a-priori probabilities of word sequences is one of the main purposes of language models (LMs). They play a key role in many natural language
processing applications such as speech or text recognition, machine translation,
part-of-speech tagging, or information retrieval. The most commonly used LMs
are statistical N -gram models [6, 4], which only consider the N 1 previous
words to estimate the LM probability for a sequence of words of length |W |:
p(w1 . . . w|W | ) ⇡

|W |

Y

i=1

p(wi |wi

n+1

. . . wi

1)

(1)

The use of N -grams is usually restricted, in practice, to low orders, as is
the case of trigrams. Although trigram LMs work well in practice, there are
many improvements over this simple model, including higher-order N -grams,
smoothing techniques, skipping models, clustering models or cache models [4].
The estimation of these models are based on counting occurrences of word
histories in a training corpus. A more recent alternative to the classical “countbased” N -grams are those based on a continuous representation of the lexicon
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using connectionist approaches, as is the case of Neural Network Language Models (NN LMs) based on multilayer perceptrons [15, 18, 19].
NN LMs do not require the use of explicit smoothing techniques usually employed in count-based N -grams (e.g., backing-o↵), but important computational
issues appear when using large vocabularies, majorly due to output softmax activation function. Short-list [15] and pre-computation of softmax normalization
constants [18, 19] allow to reduce significantly this computational cost.
This paper describes the first steps of this research and its main contribution
is to study whether the connectionist skipping N -gram LMs can help to improve
NN LMs performance as a regularization method and as a new technique for
smoothed NN LMs presented in [18].

2
2.1

Related language models
Skipping N -gram LMs

N -grams su↵er from data sparsity making it necessary the use of smoothing
techniques. Skipping N -grams [5, 14, 13, 10, 16, 4] can improve the generalization
ability of standard smoothing techniques. The idea is that the exact context will
have not probably been seen during training, but the chance of having seen a
similar context (with gaps that are skipped over) increases as the order of the
N -gram does.
Let us explain the idea with an example: suppose that the sentence “The
little boy likes pizza very much” appears in the training data and we are trying to estimate a 5-gram. The training sentence has contributed to the estimation of p(pizza|the little boy likes). Unfortunately, this sentence cannot help
much in the estimation of p(pizza|the little girl likes). The usual technique of
backing-o↵ would consist of using lower order N-grams. In this case, we would
need to descend until p(pizza|likes). By skipping some words from the past
history, the training sentence is useful to estimate p(pizza|the little — likes).
For instance, the probability of p(pizza|the little boy eats) would benefit from
p(pizza|the little boy —) whereas backing-o↵ would require to descent until unigrams as far as the example sentence is concerned.
Skipping N -grams are not only based on skipping words from the past history but also on the combination of di↵erent ways of performing these skips.
Each di↵erent way of skipping words can be considered a lower order LM in
some way and the Skipping N -grams are a mixture of them. For example, the
representation of several skipped trigrams (at most two context words are not
skipped) may approximate a higher order N -gram using less resources, which
explains why some authors have considered Skipping N -grams as a poor man’s
alternative to higher order N -grams. Nevertheless, our emphasis here is that
they can also be useful to improve NN LMs probability computation.
2.2

NNLMs

NN LMs are able to learn a continuous representation of the lexicon [15, 18, 19].
A scheme of a NN LM is illustrated in Figure 1 where a multilayer perceptron
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(MLP) is used to estimate p(wi |wi n+1 . . . wi 1 ). There is an output neuron
for each word wi in a vocabulary ⌦ 0 , a subset of the most frequent words of
the task vocabulary ⌦, allowing to increase computation of output layer.3 The
input of the NN LM is composed of the sequence wi n+1 , . . . , wi 1 . A local
encoding scheme would be a natural representation of the input words, but it
is not suitable for large vocabulary tasks due to the huge size of the resulting
Neural Network (NN). To overcome this problem, a distributed representation
for each word is learned by means of a projection layer. The mapping is learned
by backpropagation in the same way as the other weights in the NN. After
the projection layer, a hidden layer with non-linear activation function is used
and an output layer with the softmax function will represent the N -gram LM
probability distribution. The projection layer can be removed from the network
after training, since it is much more efficient to replace it by a pre-computed
table which stores the distributed encoding of each word. In order to alleviate
problems with rare words, the input is restricted to words with frequency greater
than a threshold K in training data.
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Fig. 1: The architecture of a 4-gram NN LM during training. In this example,
the history of word wi is represented by hi = wi 1, , wi 2 , wi 3 .

Pre-computation of softmax normalization constants [18] has been proposed
as a practical solution to the high computational cost of NN LMs output layer.
Following our previous work, in order to compute 4-gram probabilities by using
3

Relating to the output layer, several techniques exist to reduce its computational
cost [8, 15, 18, 2, 12]. Short-list approach [15] is the one used in this work and requires
to combine the NN LMs with another LM for words out of the short-list.
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NN LMs, lower order NN LMs are needed to compute N -gram probabilities for
contexts which softmax normalization constant has not been pre-computed. In
this way, the model performance decreases but a significant time speed-up is
obtained. One drawback of this approach is that it forces the training of several
NN LMs for di↵erent N -gram orders.

3

Skipping NNLMs

Since skipping techniques consist of learning several LMs based on di↵erent
ways of removing words from the past history, a natural way of introducing
Skipping NN LMs is by training a sole MLP but replacing random positions
in context history by a new special symbol hnonei. There exist 2N 1 di↵erent
ways of replacing some of the N 1 words by hnonei. After training, 2N 1
models are available, each one with a fixed pattern of skipped positions. The
perplexity (PPL) of each possible skipping model will be evaluated in this paper.
Additionally, skipping the proper positions, it is possible to convert a 5-gram
NN LM into a 4-gram, 3-gram and so on. Softmax normalization constants can
be pre-computed for this unique model using LM training data. When a constant
is not found, instead of using a totally di↵erent model with lower order, it is
possible to use the same model but with skipping positions which reduce its
order. We have evaluated this approach, a comparison of PPL results of skipped
lower order models and true lower order NN LMs will be performed in this paper.
It is worth mentioning that the technique described in [11], also coined as
continuous skip-ngram model by their authors, is not related to this work despite
the similarity in nomenclature: the main purpose of [11] consists in learning a
continuous representation of the lexicon of a task in a way that captures the semantic similarity w.r.t. the task. This representation could be used, for instance,
in NN LMs. Their continuous skip-ngram models are log-bilinear classifiers which
receive a word at the input layer and try to predict the neighboring (past and
future) words.

4

Experimental setup

The NN LMs used as baseline for our experiments are fully described in [18, 19].
These models will be extended to construct the Skipping NN LM as described
in the previous section. The experiment is conducted on a task based on the
transcriptions of the IAM-DB [9] handwritten dataset. The training material to
estimate the LMs is taken from LOB [7], Wellington [1] and Brown [3] corpora,
which add up to 402K sentences in total. Validation and test sets were taken
from IAM-DB corpus (920 and 2781 lines, respectively). Since IAM-DB texts are
extracted from LOB corpus, IAM-DB validation and test sentences have been
removed from LOB text data. PPL results will be presented for validation and
test parts of the IAM-DB.
Backprogation algorithm and L2 regularized cross-entropy loss function are
used to train NN LMs and Skipping NN LMs. A projection layer with 256
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neurons and a hidden layer with 200 neurons has been used based in previous
works. For Skipping NN LMs, the input is stochastically perturbed, introducing
the hnonei symbol in zero or more random positions of the input layer. For every
training pattern, the number of skips is sampled from a multinomial distribution.
Given a number of skips, the positions of them are uniformly distributed. The
multinomial distribution is defined to assign a probability of 50% for no skips at
all, whereas the other 50% is distributed over one, two or more skips following
a hyperbolic trend (see Table 1).

Table 1: The number of skips is sampled from the following multinomial distributions, given N -gram order.
# skips bigram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram
0
50%
50%
50%
50%
1
50%
33%
27%
24%
2
–
16%
13%
12%
3
–
–
9%
8%
4
–
–
–
6%

Once the model is trained, 2N 1 di↵erent LMs can be build, having each one
a di↵erent combination of skips or hnonei tokens in its input layer. Although
one of the main benefits of Skipping NN LMs is to emulate lower order N grams in order to greatly simplify the speed-up technique based on memorizing
softmax normalization constants, in this work we focus on: first, investigating
these emulation capabilities, and, second, computing the probabilities of the first
N 1 words of a sentence (for higher order N -grams) before the complete word
history is available.

5

Experimental results

First, an evaluation of the PPL trend for validation data depending on the
none tokens has been performed (see Figure 2). PPL is computed for all of the
2N 1 possible skipping positions. To better interpret the results, let us remark
that the skipping number is a right-to-left bits mask where “0” indicates no
skip and “1” indicates a skip. So, the skip number 7 in a 5-gram refers to the
binary representation 1110, meaning that probability of N -gram at position i is
computed by using word i 1 and three hnonei tokens. The complete Skipping
NN LMs models consider the combination of the di↵erent LMs associated to the
skipping masks. We have performed this combination, for each N -gram order,
using the compute-best-mix tool from SRILM toolkit [17]. The obtained results
are very similar and competitive with those of standard NN LMs but they are
not able to outperform this baseline.
As can be observed in Figure 2, the Skipping NN LMs with a skipping mask
without hnonei performs as well as standard NN LMs while the presence of
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Fig. 2: PPL measured on validation set for Skipping NN LMs varying the skipping
mask together with the baseline PPL of the non-skipping NN LM. The vertical
axes of the four plots show the PPL and the skipping mask appears on the
horizontal axes using the binary notation described in the paper. Upper plot
corresponds to 5-grams. Lower plots correspond, from left to right, to 4-grams,
trigrams and bigrams.

hnonei downgrades the results and this e↵ect is more pronounced when hnonei
is close to the word to be predicted.
In order to evaluate the future ability of Skipping NN LMs to simplify the
work presented at [18], Table 2 shows the PPL obtained by using no skipping
NN LMs and Skipping NN LMs where the skipping positions are set to model
equal or lower orders. Values from the first row of each table are the PPL values
for each one of the NN LMs. The remaining rows contain the values from each of
the Skipping NN LMs. The last non-void value of these rows is the PPL for the
set without perturbing its input. The previous values are obtained after using
skipping configurations that emulate a lower order ngram. For example, the 4gram value for 5-gram Skipping NN LM is obtained after using the skipping
mask that replaces the furthest word from the context by hnonei. To get the
trigram value we replace the next word from the context too, and so on.
We can observe that the column values for each table are quite similar. This
means that the PPL values for each one of the NN LMs are similar to the ones
obtained for the Skipping NN LMs which can compute them using the adequate
skipping configuration. Therefore, it is possible to train a single Skipping NN LM
to imitate the behaviour of several NN LMs. Backing o↵ for Skipping NN LMs
has a simpler training procedure, you need only one model, while for NN LMs
you need one model for every N -gram order [18].
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Table 2: PPL results for IAM-DB validation (left) and test (right). For skip
models the PPL has been computed for 0 skips and for skip combinations which
simulate a lower order model.
Model
5gr No skip
4gr No skip
3gr No skip
2gr No skip
5gr skip
4gr skip
3gr skip
2gr skip

6

1
–
–
–
–
946
955
990
963

Ngram order
2
3
4
5
–
–
– 267
–
– 272 –
– 280 –
–
330 –
–
–
334 286 272 269
337 284 273 –
333 287 –
–
336 –
–
–

Model
5gr No skip
4gr No skip
3gr No skip
2gr No skip
5gr skip
4gr skip
3gr skip
2gr skip

1
–
–
–
–
1019
1025
1045
1026

Ngram order
2
3
4
5
–
–
– 309
–
– 313 –
– 319 –
–
376 –
–
–
378 326 311 309
383 324 313 –
377 327 –
–
381 –
–
–

Conclusions and future work

This work is, to the best of our knowledge, the very first attempt to integrate
the well known technique of Skipping N -grams into NN LMs. NN LMs are
capable of learning distributed representations which might explain that non
additional gain is obtained by including the skipping technique. Coming back
to the example of the little boy which likes pizza, from Section 2.1, it is possible
that in a large corpus the contexts of words boy and girl are similar enough to
make it possible for the MLP to learn a similar representation for these words
so that the e↵ect of skipping is diminished.
On the other side, the capability of Skipping NN LMs to emulate lower order
NN LMs makes them very suitable for greatly simplifying the speed-up technique
based on pre-computation of softmax normalization constants [18] since these
models rely on lower order models when a constant is not found.
As a future work, we plan to investigate the e↵ect of this technique in larger
corpora to give more support to the preliminary results presented here and to
study the e↵ect of the new LM in the overall error of a recognition system.
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